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Operating Instructions for Band-It band & buckles
English

A

B

Bend the end of the band in a sharp V shape so that
the end of the band on the underside of the buckle is a
bit longer than the length of the buckle.
Thread the band through the buckle lik shown in fig. A.

Feed the band around the object and back again so it
overlaps the buckle with 10 - 15 cm.
Cut the band and feed it through the buckle from the
other end.
Tension the band with the tool like shown on the next
page.

C

D

Bend the band back over the bucle and in between the
locking ears.
Cut the band so the end overlaps the locking ears with
aprox. 1 cm.
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Hammer down the locking ears, to complete the clamp.
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Operating Instructions for C07569 Bantam Hand Tool
English
Verktøy Nese
Nose of Tool

Låsepinne for håndtak
Handle Locking Pin
Strammespindel
Winding Mandrel

Håndtak i vinklet posisjon
Angle position

Håndtak i rett posisjon
Straight Position

Kuttehåndtak
Cutter Handle
Utløserspak for skrallehåndtak
Tension Release Levers
Viklingsknott
(også hammerhode)
Winding Knob
(Also Hammer Surface)

Skrallehåndtak for stramming
Ratchet Handle

Håndtak i postolgrepsposisjon
Handle in Pistol Grip Position

In Pistol Grip Position:

1. With the Bantam Tool in the Pistol
Grip Position, Place the band in the
tool with sufficient band in the winding
mandrel.

2. With ratcheting action, tension the
band until clamp is tight. If necessary,
band may be repositioned be
releasing tension with levers.

3. Roll tool over as far as tool will go,
and push forward cutter handle.
Remove tool and tap or hammer
down ears of clip to complete clamp.
Remove excess material from
winding mandrel.

In Straight or Angle Position:

1. With the Bantam Tool in the Pistol
Grip Position, Place the band in the
tool with sufficient band in the winding
mandrel.

2. With ratcheting action, tension the
band until clamp is tight.
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3. Roll tool over as far as tool will go,
and push forward cutter handle.
Remove tool and tap or hammer
down ears of clip to complete clamp.

